
Automatically see, prioritize and act on cyber threats.
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ECOSYSTEMS MULTIPLY YOUR CYBER RISK
Your 3rd party vendors have access to confidential information, intellectual property and critical systems. That 
means your sensitive data is only as secure as your partners’ cyber security capabilities.

Deloitte puts the cost of not managing this risk at $2 - $50 million in fees and compensation, not to mention 
the damage to your reputation. Companies need to be able to assess the risk of their 3rd party providers 
quickly and accurately.

EASILY MANAGE YOUR 3RD PARTY RISK
The NormShield scorecard profiles the cyber risk of 3rd parties like lawyers, contractors, suppliers and others 
who have been granted privileged access to your networks.  We provide a “hacker’s view” of all public-facing 
vulnerabilities across 20 different categories and automatically assign a letter grade for each one. It’s easy to 
spot unnecessary risk-taking and to establish minimum security standards with NormShield. The ecosystem 
dashboard gives executives visibility to risk, and security teams can hold vendors to key standards.



NormShield
8200 Greensboro Drive 
Suite 900
McLean, VA 22102

CONTACT
info@normshield.com
+1 571-335-0222
https://www.normshield.com

“Normshield was able to locate and assess vendors which no other service 
could. . .that scored them in the top in terms of trust of rating.”

Cyber Insurance Company

SOLVING THE NEEDLE IN THE HAYSTACK PROBLEM 
NormShield provides both depth and specificity so you can act with 
assurance. Other scorecards take a domain and throw back anything 
and everything, leaving it to you to pick out what’s relevant. Or 
worse, they fail to thoroughly uncover all relevant domains, 
subdomains, and IP ranges, so you don’t know what you’re missing. 
Only NormShield lets you zero-in on the results of even the largest 
organizations by specific division or country of origin.  

GET A DEEPER ANALYSIS
NormShield is designed to find threats that other providers miss.  Because NormShield combines the 
best-of-breed scanning and discovery technologies into a single system, NormShield is simply the most 
complete method for evaluating critical data points like:

Automatically see, prioritize and act on cyber threats with NormShield. NormShield Cloud integrates robust cyber security tools into 
one cloud platform: unified vulnerability management, cyber threat intelligence, security operations 360°, and a risk scorecard for 
security executives. Data is automatically orchestrated in real-time to identify the highest risks for rapid remediation. Enterprises can 
assess their ecosystem risk with NormShield Ecosystem Cyber Risk Scorecards. The platform and scorecards are available with 
annual subscriptions, putting automated cyber threat detection within reach of all mid- and large-sized organizations.

• Attack Surface—uncover ports, services & outdated application service versions that leave you
vulnerable

• SSL/TLS—conduct deep analysis and simulations to uncover vulnerabilities and misconfigurations
• Leaked Credentials—no private company has a larger library of leaked credentials. If it’s been

shared on the dark web, we’ve indexed it.
• Active vulnerability scanning—Normshield conducts true pentest reporting with a variety of

scanners including Nessus.

PRIORITIZE YOUR OWN RISK TOO
The NormShield Ecosystem Cyber Risk Scorecard enables you 
to manage your 3rd party risk, but what about your own 
enterprise risk? NormShield Cloud is a security operation and 
reporting platform that prioritizes your own risk and automates 
key workflows so remediation happens automatically.

ABOUT NORMSHIELD




